administration wasn't as interested in finding the causes of the
revolts, as were the colonists themselves. They claim that
the administration was secretly rather pleased at the revolts,
which as long as they were confined to respectable limits,
had a beneficial effect as far as colonization was concerned.
'Whilst the troops pursued the rebels, demands for con-
cessions of the insurgents' territory were already being filed
at the Office of the Interior. When the Government was
asked—in disgust—why this should be, the excuse was made
that the English and Americans did the same in Australia,
India and the United States/
This claim seems borne out by M. Jules Gamier, who was
sent out to New Caledonia in 1863 to make a survey of the
natural wealth of the colony and the possibilities for its
exploitation. Gamier writes quite openly that while the
revolt is being quelled, the natives take to the mountains
to escape, and their land is immediately seized. Later, when
the chiefs lead their people back again and receive a govern-
mental pardon, their land still remains confiscated.
Gamier writes: 'Therefore from certain viewpoints,
strangely enough, it is fortunate that the natives do get up
to mischief from time to time, for their confiscated land
increases the public wealth and helps the colonists. Without
that one would be obliged to act with more brutality—and
let's admit it openly—more candour, in driving them back
into the mountains.9
From finding it a 'fortunate chance' that the natives revolt,
to doing something toward bringing about the "fortunate
chance5 was probably not a very big step, and it is likely
that all the minor revolts were deliberately engineered by
'agents provocateurs.' Gamier, who, by the way, was the
first to "discover the presence of minerals on the island, seems
to find any means justifiable which secured the colony for
the whites. *We have seen that this colony could support
two millions whites, whilst the native population amounts
to hardly 80,000. (Actually most estimates of the native
population at that time were 60,000 to 70,000, and a census
taken in 1887 after many had been killed in fighting,

